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How to use Dinky, a link generator - swanyster ====== jacktoole1 The

official version of Dinky is written in Go and is quite fast ([ ~~~ taeric Is the
original Dinky still being written? I was curious what the state of the previous

implementation was, since all I could find was a web form. ~~~ jacktoole1 It's
been rewritten in Go. ~~~ dinkydoom This (in particular the interface, used

for RPC in the original version) has been thoroughly rewritten as well, so
there's that at least. There's a good chance though that it's most likely to hit
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the web this weekend, at last I'll be able to share the source of it with the
world. :-) ------ darkkindness The title changed ~~~ dinkydoom We've changed
the article title back to "How to use Dinky, a link generator" \- not sure why it

was edited. [Stimulant therapy in childhood and adolescence]. The recent
approval of methylphenidate (MPH) and lisdexamfetamine dimesylate (LDX)

for the treatment c6a93da74d
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